Nomcom 2011-2012 Report

Suresh Krishnan
Intro

› I am chairing the Nomcom this year (2011-2012 Cycle)
› We will be selecting one IESG member per area, half of the IAB and an IAOC member
› The process is documented in RFC3777
   – This RFC will be your best friend for the next 5-6 months
   – Read it carefully several times
Committee Selection

› We had a great turnout for the volunteers
  – Total of 120 qualified volunteers
  – Thanks to all who volunteered!

› Committee officially announced on 26 July 2011

› IETF 81 focus: Self organization and gathering initial feedback
Membership

› Nomcom Chair: Suresh Krishnan
› Nomcom Advisor (past year chair): Tom Walsh
› IAB Liaison: Dave Thaler
› IAOC Liaison: Dave Crocker
› IESG Liaison: Ralph Droms
› ISOC Liaison: TBA
› Tools Advisor: Henrik Levkowetz

Voting members:
› Jaap Akkerhuis, NLnet labs
› Stephen Hanna, Juniper Networks
› Sheng Jiang, Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.
› Dapeng Liu, China Mobile
› Rifaat Shekh-Yusef, Avaya
› Pascal Thubert, Cisco
› Olivier Vautrin, Juniper Networks
› Simo Veikkolainen, Nokia
› IJsbrand Wijnands, Cisco
› Lianshu Zheng, Huawei Technologies
Open Positions

› IAB
   – Bernard Aboba
   – Hannes Tschofenig
   – Andrei Robachevsky
   – Olaf Kolkman
   – Spencer Dawkins
   – Ross Callon

› IAOC
   – Marshall Eubanks

› IESG
   – Peter Saint-Andre (Applications)
   – Jari Arkko (Internet)
   – Dan Romascanu (Operations & Management)
   – Gonzalo Camarillo (RAI)
   – Stewart Bryant (Routing)
   – Sean Turner (Security)
   – David Harrington (Transport)
Nominations/becoming a nominee

› Self nomination is allowed and encouraged
› Please nominate qualified people
   – The more people we have to choose from, the better the results
Feedback is VERY important

› Talk to us about any of the nominees
› Feedback is completely CONFIDENTIAL
› Feedback can be ANONYMIZED
  – Just let us know
  – Anonymous feedback is more effective if it is specific.
› In short
  – “You can tell us ANYTHING, we can tell you NOTHING”